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VARIATION IN EVAPORATION IN LIMITED AREAS.
D. H. BOOT.

During a study made at the Macbride Lakeside Laboratory in the
summer of 1913 a series of observation stations were set up on the hill
known as "Twin Mounds," on the south shore of East Okoboji lake.
This hill rises from the lake front to a height of about 100 feet and has
a dense growth of timber on the protected face of its north slope. The
top is bare of trees, as also is the entire south slope, which is exposed
to the prevailing southwest winds of summer. Seven stations were
arranged, located as follows: one on the summit of the hill, and three
at equal distances down each of the two sides of the hill. At these
stations there were made observations of the evaporation, using both
pan and Pische evaporimeters; of the direction of the wind and its
velocity, as measured by two standard types of anemometers; of the
relative humidity of the air, as indicated by sling psychrometers; of
the percentage of sky cloudiness, and of other factors that might influence the local flora. Sets of plants were taken at each level studied
on the north and south sides of the hill. The accompanying chart
shows the curves of evaporation, wind movement, and relative humidity
for the 9th and 10th of July. The instruments were put in operation on the 8th, so that the record might be complete for the 9th and
10th.
At station number 17, which was located on the margin of the lake,
the record of the relative humidity is comparatively high on the
morning of the 9th, rises somewhat during the forenoon, and drops in
the afternoon. This was with a northerly wind of low velocity coming
directly across the lake. On the 10th the relative humidity at this
station was much higher in the morning, and rapidly went down during
the day. The velocity of the wind was not high at any time, but when,
on the second day, its direction was from the south, its velocity at this
point went down to almost nothing, although at station number 20, at
the top of the hill, the wind velocity was nearly twenty-four miles per
hour. This great difference in wind velocity at nearby stations is due
to the protection afforded by the hill and by the heavy timber growing
on its north slope. Very similar records were obtained for stations
numbers 18 and 19, located in the timber on the north side of the hill.
Station number 20, located on the summit of the hill, was exposed to
all the winds that blew. At this station the relative humidity was low
on the morning of the 9th, rose steadily till midday, and declined steadily
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till evening, was high on the morning of the 10th, and declined toward
the evening. The wind velocity at this point was only two miles an hour
on the morning of the first day, rose to about five miles at noon, and
went down to zero in the evening. On the second day it blew from the
south, rose steadily throughout the day, and reached a velocity of
twenty-four miles per hour late in the afternoon. The evaporation at
this point was low on the morning of the first day, rose to a high figure
at noon, and declined through the afternoon. On the second day it rose
steadily with the increase of wind velocity until about two o'clock, and
then declined slightly. The figures obtained for the three stations on
the south side of the hill follow the same general course as those from
station 20, at the top of the hill, so that we have for the two sides of
this bluff two widely differing groups of figures to indicate the amount
of the evaporation. 'rhe curves of evaporation on the two sides are
apparently determined by the velocity of the wind plus a secondary
factor in the percentage of relative humidity. The effect on the plant
life is very marked, the north face of the mound being covered with
forest, which ranges from willows at the bottom to bur oak at the top,
with elms, maples, hickories, plums, etc., in between. On the extreme
top and on the whole of the south slope there are no trees of any kind,
but only the hardiest of our xerophytic prairie plants, such as the asters,
goldenrods, mesquite grasses and the like, which are able to stand the
extreme drying effects of the hot southerly winds of summer. These
effects• are observed in a very limited area, for the average distance
between stations did not exceed two hundred feet.
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PLATE XVIII.

Chart showing eYaporation data at Twin Mounds, Okoboji.
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